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After taking out 8000 cash, kangmobei obediently handed the money to Bai nianxi and
counted it back and forth for three times. After checking kangmobei's whole body for
two times and confirming that he didn't have private money, Bai nianxi went to the
cinema and never saw kangmobei again.

"By the way, take another 1000 yuan, it's time to buy milk powder." Bai nianxi said
casually.

"Ah, well, by the way, I heard that pig's hoof can promote milk. Would you like to
stew a pot of pig's hoof Soup for you?" Asked conmobeim cleverly.

"Yes."

"Then I'll take 100 more..."

"No way!"

"Yes -

Kang family, Kang Liqing's face is black and black. What he is holding is a lawyer's
letter from Mu family.

[Mr. Kang, your company is suspected of infringing and using the exclusive patent of
Mu group. We hereby send you a lawyer's letter. Within three days, please transfer the
royalty of 10 million to the designated account, otherwise ]

"ah!" The vicious competition between the Kang family and the Mu family has been
going on for a whole year. The two families have been fighting against each other, and
the development of Kang family and Mu family has stagnated.

The idea of reconciliation had been rising in Kang Liqing's mind for a long time. If he
kept on pestering, he would not only lose both sides!

In the afternoon, in the hotel box, Kang Liqing and Mu Liancheng sat face to face at
the table.
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"What, a private settlement?" Mu Liancheng sneered, and his voice was full of smoke.

"Can we stop fighting?" Kang Liqing finally said this sentence.

"Well! If you don't fight, don't fight? " Mu Liancheng glared at Kang Liqing angrily,
"the lumishan plot that could have won 2.1 billion yuan was turned yellow by you, and
Mu directly lost the chance to fight for real estate! Reconciliation? Good! Let me win
lumishan with 2.1 billion yuan! Let's make up! "

"You mean lumishan! You robbed 10% of my Kang's equity in vain! I bought it back
at the market price of 2 billion yuan! My Kang family gave you 2 billion in vain! How
can you have the face to accept money? " Kang Li Qing also does not let, just that
sentence reconciles, already is he can pull down a face to say of only soft words.

"Ha ha, your son's madman is so cruel to my daughter. I haven't asked your Kang
family to pay for it."

"Compensation? The engagement was terminated by your daughter's own
announcement! "

……

The meeting of reconciliation, in the continuous aggressive contrast, expected to break
up unhappily, two people are black smelly face, each go home.

A year ago, after mu Rushuang published a statement to terminate her engagement,
public opinion continued to attack her. Mu Rushuang didn't dare to go out of her home.
She stayed at home for a long time, but she didn't want to go out.

When conmobei disappeared in the public eye, she also hid behind the noise and never
appeared in public again.

Yu Feixue often comes to accompany mu Rushun and chats with mu Rushun who
doesn't like to go out.

"Cousin, let's go out and try something delicious? There's a new western restaurant in
the street. It's quiet. " With a positive smile, Yu Feixue tries to persuade mu Rushuang
to go out and have a look. There has been a big change.

"No," murushuang always smiles and shakes her head and refuses, "it's good to stay at
home. It's quiet, and you can talk with me. That's enough."

Yu Feixue also expected to sink the heart, in the heart of a sigh.



"Aren't you busy lately? I see you are free to accompany me every day. " Mu
Rushuang asked with a smile.

"Well, basically, the minister is in charge of the project department. I'm just a" deputy
", and I feel no different from ordinary staff." Yu Feixue spoke with discontent.

Mu Rushuang hears the implied meaning in the voice, and his thoughts unconsciously
remind him of Bai nianxi.

"This woman is still disgusting." Mu Rushuang thought, light but maliciously long to
reveal his heart.

"She doesn't even go to the company now. Up to now, it's just three months. She
usually uses wechat to communicate with various departments. No matter what, she's
out of sight and out of mind. Hum." Yu Feixue snorted coldly.

"Bang!"

Outside the door, there was a faint sound of closing the door. Listening to the direction
of the sound, mu Rushun knew that it was the sound from the door, and it should be
his father's coming back.

I don't know when, the door of Mu's family has become an airing bucket, and the
sound of slamming the door has become his father's unique performance.

You don't have to ask your father. Just a few words can tell where his father's anger
comes from. It comes from a year long conflict with the Kang family.

Mu Rushun didn't dare to appear in front of her father. Although her father hated
Kang's family, his father's thoughts were obvious. The beginning of all this began
when he published the divorce statement on his own initiative after he was coerced by
Kang Mobei that day.

After the divorce, the two families began to break up.

Mu Rushun's heart is full of hatred. This hatred comes from Bai nianxi, the originator
behind the dispute between the two families!

She blames Bai nianxi for all the bad things. If there is no Bai nianxi in this world, the
world will be very beautiful.At least I don't need to be shut up. At least komorbei will
marry me. At least! There is no possibility of a break between the Kang family and the
Mu family.

"If I can, I really want to kill Bai nianxi." The idea of anger in Mu Rushuang's mind



intense stage, she also unconsciously will hate full words, said.

Yu Feixue heard, subconsciously cautious from the face, a little deep thought, she is
also not reconciled to cousin.

"I've heard that Shen Shimo doesn't hate Bai nianxi as much as you do, but Shen
Shimo's methods are vicious, if..." Yu Feixue just thought about it.

The speaker didn't mean it and the listener meant it. Mu Rushun's face became serious:
"yes, Shen Shimo..."

"Ha ha, I just said it casually." Yu Feixue feels that she has made a slip of the tongue.
She knows that she is just a small person. How can Shen Shimo be used by herself?
She is almost used by him.

"The interests of the Wei family are all arranged in the United States. The interest
disputes in city a do not involve the Wei family. If one day, Bai nianxi moves the
interests of the Wei family in the United States, what do you think the Wei family will
do with Bai nianxi?" Mu Rushun thought in secret.

Yu Feixue slightly embarrassed smile, although she has clearly see mu Rushun face
serious, but heart, always feel unrealistic.

"Even if Bai nianxi didn't touch the interests of the Wei family in the United States, it's
not difficult to create an interest point..." Mu Rushuang and Yu Feixue think
differently. Yu Feixue thinks that it is unrealistic. In Mu Rushuang's opinion, it is very
feasible.

Kangmobei, who is always drinking recently, is a bit greedy for wine. But now every
dime he spends has to be approved by Bai nianxi. He smashes his mouth and is ready
to leave.

"Eh..."

Conmobei heard a suspicious voice, and moved his eyes from the bar door to the front,
and his eyes gradually cooled down.

The voice of doubt comes from Yu Feixue.
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